Offered by Films On Demand.

Films On Demand Video Collection

Unlimited access to 46,000+ acclaimed documentaries, independent films, instructional videos, and music, dance, and theater performances

- **Quiz Tool** increases student engagement and assesses progress
- **Stimulate or reinforce lectures** or introduce a new topic
- **Encourage open discussion** on key issues and topics
- **Embed persistent and authenticated video clips** into course management systems
- **Create and share playlists** using premade clips, full videos, or custom segments
- **Add a personalized video introduction** to any playlist you create to provide an overview or give context
- **View videos anywhere, 24/7**

Videos covering 25+ academic subjects added regularly from outstanding producers including:

- PBS
- BBC Learning
- CNN
- National Geographic
- HBO
- TED
- The Guardian
- A&E
- PBS NewsHour
- The Economist
- California Newsreel
- Bloomberg
- FRONTLINE
- NOVA

…and many others!

Click to add your information.